
Chapter 4
Guaranteed Collision Avoidance with Discrete
Observations and Limited Actuation

Erick J. Rodrı́guez-Seda and Dušan M. Stipanović

Abstract A critical operational objective of any autonomous vehicleis to avoid
collisions with other agents (i.e., vehicles and obstacles) at all times. To attain this
objective, the vehicle must be able to localize other agentsand implement a colli-
sion avoidance strategy. The localization process of otheragents can be continuous
or discrete. Although ideal, continuous observations may not be possible or practical
in many realistic scenarios due to common sensor limitations (e.g., slow sampling
rates, short sensing ranges, and system failures) or because of energy-saving con-
cerns (i.e., limit the use of sensors to prolong the life of the vehicle’spower source).
Therefore, the design of avoidance laws with discrete information becomes neces-
sary. In this chapter, we present noncooperative and cooperative avoidance strate-
gies with time-varying discrete observations for a pair of two autonomous agents.
We consider vehicles with limited sensing range and boundedcontrol inputs and de-
velop strategies that guarantee the avoidance of a dynamic obstacle. The observation
of the obstacle’s position occurs at discrete time intervals that decrease in size as the
obstacle comes closer to the vehicle. The avoidance strategy is also paired with a
bounded trajectory tracking control and the existence of local minima, as well as a
heuristic solution to avoid them, is discussed. We finally illustrate the performance
of the control policies via two examples.

4.1 Introduction

Avoidance control is one of the foremost fundamental topicsof study within au-
tonomous navigation [4,7,15,26,29], intelligent transportation systems [14,30,31],
and differential games research [9, 18, 27]. Maintaining a safe distance from other
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vehicles and obstacles is not only critical for the physicalsafety of the system and
environment, but it is also important when determining solutions for coverage con-
trol problems [8,19]. Therefore, several researchers havestudied and proposed con-
trol policies for the avoidance of obstacles and other vehicles.

Many of the proposed control policies assume that the agent can continuously
observe the position of obstacles or assume obstacles to be quasi-static such that
previous observations remain valid throughout the entire trajectory (for examples,
see relevant work on motion planning [5, 16, 21] where collision-free trajectories
are generated ahead of time). There are, however, multiple scenarios for which con-
tinuous obstacle observation is impossible or impractical. For instance, common
on-board localization sensors of vehicles, such as sonar radars and computer vision
systems, may suffer from slow sampling rates, limited sensing ranges (e.g., short
reach and angle of view), interruptions, and failures. Similarly, requiring sensors to
continuously operate may extenuate the life of the vehicle’s power source [10]. In
these situations, it may be preferable to use asleepandwake-uptype of operation
for the localization sensors [2],i.e., to allow sensors to operate at discrete intervals.
Furthermore, the idea of observing obstacles at discrete intervals, specially obstacles
that do not represent an imminent threat, is intuitive. Thatis, we may want the ve-
hicle to pay less attention to an obstacle that is far away, and increase the awareness
state as the obstacle becomes closer.

Avoidance strategies with discrete observations for pairsof dynamical systems
have been studied in [3, 20, 22, 23] and for multi-agent systems in [28]. The in-
stants of observation can be predetermined (i.e., open-loop) or updated using the
last observation (i.e., closed-loop feedback). Independently of the update approach,
the observation rate must be carefully selected: if the obstacle is not observed suf-
ficiently fast, the vehicle might not be able to prevent a collision. It is worth men-
tioning that, for some cases, the use of discrete observations with properly chosen
intervals can be shown to be equivalent to, or as effective as, the use of continuous
observations [3].

In this chapter, we consider the interaction between an autonomous vehicle and
an obstacle (which could be another vehicle) and present noncooperative and coop-
erative avoidance control strategies. The control methodology stems from the work
in [24], where guaranteed avoidance control solutions withcontinuous observations
are formulated taking into consideration errors and uncertainties in the obstacle-
localization process. Herein, we extend these avoidance strategies to allow the use
of discrete observations with time-varying updates. The observation sampling rate is
updated in a closed-loop fashion and increases monotonically as the obstacle comes
closer to the vehicle. Furthermore, the control policies assume limited sensing range
(i.e., reach) and consider the vehicle’s dynamic and actuation constraints. That is,
the avoidance control inputs are bounded and, therefore, can be applied to vehicles
with bounded acceleration and control input. This last consideration is of particular
importance since, in practice, autonomous vehicles (specially, those with relatively
large inertia) cannot stop or change their velocity instantaneously. In this case, the
vehicle needs to start the collision avoidance process ahead of time and space to
successfully prevent a collision [1, 6, 15, 25, 31]. In addition, we pair the avoidance



control policies with a bounded trajectory tracking control and address the existence
of unwanted local minima. We then provide a heuristic solution to avoid deadlocks
and enforce the convergence of the agent to its desired trajectory.

4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Definitions

First we describe an interaction between a vehicle and a dynamic obstacle1. Let
x(t) ∈ ℜn andy(t) ∈ ℜn denote the positions of the vehicle and obstacle, respec-
tively, and definez(t) = [x(t)T ,y(t)T ]T . We assume that the vehicle can detect the
obstacle’s position whenever the latter lies within itsDetection Region, D , given by

D =
{

z : z∈ ℜ2n,‖x− y‖ ≤ R
}

whereR> 0 denotes the vehicle’s detection radius. That is,D delimits the area in
which the obstacle can be sensed (or observed) by the vehicle. Similarly, we define
the vehicle’sAvoidance Region, Ω , as the zone that the obstacle should not trespass
at any given time. Mathematically,

Ω =
{

z : z∈ ℜ2n,‖x− y‖< r
}

wherer ∈ (0,R) is the desired minimum separation distance between the agent and
the obstacle. Therefore, any avoidance strategy implemented by the vehicle must
preventx(t) andy(t) from enteringΩ .

Now, let us assume that the vehicle has limited actuation (i.e., control input and
acceleration constraints). This implies that the vehicle cannot stop or achieve a de-
sired velocity instantaneously. Thus, a control policy aimed at avoidingΩ needs to
be implemented with enough anticipation, such that the vehicle has sufficient time
to decelerate and preventΩ . Accordingly, we define the vehicle’sConflict Region,
W , as

W =
{

z : z∈ ℜ2n, r ≤ ‖x− y‖ ≤ r̄
}

where ¯r ∈ (r,R) is a lower bound on the distance that the vehicle can come from
the obstacle that will still allow it to decelerate and avoidΩ . Thus any avoidance
strategy must take effect, at least, as soon asx(t) andy(t) enterW .

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the Detection, Conflict, and AvoidanceRegions.

1 We will refer the second agent as an obstacle whenever it doesnot implement an avoidance
strategy and as a vehicle whenever it does. In the general case, we will refer to it as an agent.



Fig. 4.1 Detection (D ), Con-
flict (W ), and Avoidance (Ω )
Regions.
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4.2.2 System Dynamics

We consider a vehicle which goal is to approach a desired position or time-varying
trajectory inℜn while avoiding a dynamic obstacle with unknown control intentions.
The motion of the vehicle is governed by

ẍ(t) = u(t) (4.1)

whereu(t) ∈ ℜn, the control input, is assumed to be radially bounded. That is,
∃µ > 0 such that

‖u(t)‖ ≤ 2µ , ∀ t ≥ 0. (4.2)

The equations of motion for the obstacle, on the other hand, are considered to be
unknown, but we assume its velocity to be bounded by some nonnegative constant
ηy, i.e., ‖ẏ(t)‖ ≤ ηy ∀ t ≥ 0. We further assume that the vehicle can observe or
sense the position of the obstacle at time-varying samplingintervalsTk ≥ T0, where
T0 > 0 is the smallest sampling step. The sampling intervals, which will be designed
later in Section 4.3, monotonically increase as a function of the distance between
the vehicle and the obstacle. That is, the farther the agent is from the obstacle, the
larger the time interval between observations might be. This is a natural choice for
the sampling intervals as obstacles that are far away do not need to be sampled as
frequent as obstacles that are closer.



4.3 Control Framework

The control objective is to drive the vehicle along a desiredtrajectory,xd(t) ∈ ℜn,
while avoiding a dynamic obstacle with the minimum possiblerate of discrete ob-
servations. Accordingly, we would like to design a control policy u(t) such that:

• ‖x(t)− xd(t)‖→ 0 ast → ∞,
• [xT(t),yT(t)]T /∈ Ω ∀ t ≥ 0, and
• Tk is maximized∀k, subject to collision avoidance constraints and parameters.

To achieve these objectives, we propose the use of the following control input2

u =

(

1−
‖ua‖

µ

)

ud +ua−κ ẋ (4.3)

whereud ∈ ℜn andua ∈ ℜn represent the objective and avoidance control, respec-
tively, andκ is a constant given by

κ =
µ
ηx

, for someηx > ηy.

As it will be shown later in this section,ηx represents the vehicle’s desired maximum
velocity.

The objective control law is designed such thatx → xd and is computed as

ud =ẍd +κ ẋd−g(x− xd), g(x− xd) =







κg(x− xd), if ‖x− xd‖ ≤
µg

κg

µg
x− xd

‖x− xd‖
, otherwise

(4.4)

whereκg > 0 andµg ∈ (0,µ ] are design parameters andẍd andẋd are the desired ac-
celeration and velocity, respectively. Furthermore, the desired trajectory is assumed
to satisfy the following constraint:

‖ẍd(t)+κ ẋd(t)‖ ≤µ − µg, ∀ t ≥ 0 (4.5)

and, therefore,‖ud(t)‖ ≤ ‖ẍd(t)+κ ẋd(t)‖+ ‖g(x(t)− xd(t))‖ ≤ µ ∀ t ≥ 0.
The avoidance control, on the other hand, is designed to guarantee a safe distance

between the agent and the obstacle at all times. It is computed according to

ua =−
∂Va(x,yk)

∂x

T

(4.6)

whereyk ∈ ℜn represents the observations on the obstacle’s position andVa, called
the avoidance function [17,24,29], is given by

2 In what follows, we will omit time dependence of signals except when considered necessary.



Va =







Γ

(

min

{

0,
‖x− yk‖

2−R2

‖x− yk‖
2− r2

})2

, if ‖x− yk‖ ≥ h

−µ ‖x− yk‖+C, otherwise

Γ =
µ
(
h2− r2

)3

4h(R2−h2)(R2− r2)
, C= Γ

(h2−R2)2

(h2− r2)2 + µh, h= r̄(1+
ρηy

ηx+ηy
).

for someρ ∈ (0,1). The reader can verify thatVa is nonnegative, almost everywhere
continuously differentiable, and thatua reduces to

ua =







0, if ‖x− yk‖ ≥ R

κa
(R2−‖x− yk‖

2)

(‖x− yk‖
2− r2)3

(x− yk), if h≤ ‖x− yk‖< R

µ
x− yk

‖x− yk‖
, if 0 < ‖x− yk‖< h

not defined, if ‖x− yk‖= 0

(4.7)

whereκa = 4Γ (R2− r2). Note that‖ua(t)‖ ≤ µ ∀ t ≥ 0.
The sampling vectoryk(t) is the zero-order-hold function ofy(t) constructed as

yk(t) =y(tk), for t ∈ [tk, tk+1) (4.8)

wheret0 = 0 is the initial time andtk+1 = tk+Tk for k∈ {0,1,2, · · ·}. The sampling
stepsTk are chosen such that the minimum possible number of observations (i.e.,
larger sampling steps) are used, while still avoidingΩ . Therefore, we chooseTk

according to

Tk =max

{

T0,
ρ

ηx+ηy
min{‖x(tk)− y(tk)‖ ,R}

}

. (4.9)

Note that the maximum sampling stepTk is limited by the sensing radiusR. Recall
that the vehicle may not be aware of the obstacle’s location whenever the latter is
outside of the vehicle’s Detection Region.

We now proceed to prove boundedness of the velocity vector and convergence to
the desired trajectory when the obstacle is safely away.

Lemma 4.1.Consider the vehicle in (4.1) with control input given by (4.3). If
‖ẋ(0)‖ ≤ ηx, then‖ẋ(t)‖ ≤ ηx ∀t ≥ 0.

Proof. Let Vη = 1
2 ‖ẋ‖2. Taking its time derivative and noting that

∥
∥
∥
∥

(

1−
‖ua(t)‖

µ

)

ud(t)+ua(t)

∥
∥
∥
∥
≤ µ , ∀ t ≥ 0

yields that



V̇η =ẋT
((

1−
‖ua‖

µ

)

ud +ua−κ ẋ
)

≤ ‖ẋ‖µ −κ ‖ẋ‖2 = ‖ẋ‖
(

µ −
µ
ηx

‖ẋ‖
)

.

SinceV̇η ≤ 0 for all ‖ẋ‖ ≥ ηx (i.e.,Vη is nonincreasing), we can conclude that the
velocity solutions of (4.1) remain bounded byηx for all t ≥ 0. ⊓⊔

Remark 4.1.Note that (4.3) satisfies (4.2) if‖ẋ(0)‖ ≤ ηx.

Theorem 4.1.Consider the vehicle in (4.1) with control law (4.3) to (4.5)and let
x̃ = x−xd. Assume that, for some t∗ ≥ 0, ‖ẋ(t∗)‖ ≤ ηx andua(t)≡ 0 ∀ t ≥ t∗. Then,
x̃(t), ˙̃x(t), and ¨̃x(t) converge to zero as t→ ∞.

Proof. Assume that∃ t∗ ≥ 0 such that‖ẋ(t∗)‖ ≤ ηx andua(t) ≡ 0 ∀ t ≥ t∗. Then,
(4.1) can be rewritten in terms of the error dynamics as

¨̃x =−κ ˙̃x−g(x̃). (4.10)

Now, consider the following nonnegative Lyapunov-candidate function

Vx(x̃, ˙̃x) =
1
2

∥
∥ ˙̃x
∥
∥

2
+G(x̃)

for

G(x̃) =
∫ t

t∗

˙̃x
T
g(x̃)dτ =







kg

2
‖x̃‖2 , if ‖x̃‖ ≤ µg

kg

µg‖x̃‖−
µg

2kg
, otherwise

.

Note thatVx ≥ 0 andVx → ∞ as
∥
∥
∥[x̃T , ˙̃x

T
]T
∥
∥
∥→ ∞. Taking the time derivative ofVx

yields that

V̇x = ˙̃x
T (

−κ ˙̃x−g(x̃)
)
+ ˙̃x

T
g(x̃) =−κ

∥
∥ ˙̃x
∥
∥

2
≤ 0. (4.11)

Then, by integrating both sides of (4.11) fromt∗ to t, we obtain thatVx(x̃(t), ˙̃x(t))≤
Vx(x̃(t∗), ˙̃x(t∗)) ≤ 0, which implies thaṫ̃x ∈ L∞ ∩L2. In addition, from (4.10) we
obtain thaẗ̃x ∈L∞. Applying Barbalat’s Lemma [11], we conclude that˙̃x(t)→ 0 as
t → ∞. Now, returning to (4.10) and differentiating with respectto time yields

...
x̃ =−κ ¨̃x−

∂g(x̃)
∂ x̃

˙̃x

from which we obtain that
...
x̃ ∈ L∞. Then, since

∫ t
t∗

¨̃x(τ)dτ →− ˙̃x(t∗) < ∞, we can
once again invoke Barbalat’s Lemma and conclude that¨̃x(t)→ 0 ast → ∞. Finally,
using (4.10) and the convergence results for˙̃x(t) and ¨̃x(t), we have thatg(x̃)→ 0⇒
x̃ → 0 ast → ∞, which completes the proof.⊓⊔



4.4 Collision Avoidance Analysis

In this section we derive sufficient conditions for collision avoidance under the pro-
posed control policy. We first evaluate the noncooperative case where the control
intentions of the other agent, treated as a dynamic obstacle, are unknown by the ve-
hicle. We assume the worst case scenario in which the obstacle takes an antagonistic
role and show that, if the vehicle assumes the proposed control strategy, collisions
are guaranteed to never occur. Then, we evaluate the cooperative case where both
agents implement the same avoidance strategy. We relax the sufficient conditions
for collision avoidance developed for the noncooperative case and show that the
vehicles do not enter the Avoidance Region at any given time.

With the objective of formulating the main results on collision avoidance of this
chapter, let us first introduce the following lemma. The lemma provides a bound on
the velocity of the vehicle with respect to the collision threat.

Lemma 4.2.Consider the vehicle in (4.1) with control input given by (4.3) to (4.9)
for κ = µ/ηx, ηx >0. Let r∈ (T0(ηx+ηy)ρ−1,R), r̄ ∈ (r,R), andθ ∈ (0,cos−1 ρ ] for
ηy ≥ 0 andρ ∈ (0,1). Suppose that‖ẋ(t0)‖ ≤ ηx, ‖ẏ(t)‖ ≤ ηy, and‖x(t)− y(t)‖ ∈
[r, r̄] ∀ t ∈ [t0, t f ], where tf > 0, t0 ≤ t f + θ/ω , andω = −(ηx +ηy)/r. Then, the
following inequality holds

β (t f )≥
∥
∥x(t f )− y(t f )

∥
∥ f (µ ,ηx,ηy,ρ , r,θ ) (4.12)

whereβ (t f ) = (x(t f )− y(t f ))
T ẋ(t f ) and3

f (µ ,ηx,ηy,ρ , r,θ ) = f̄ (µ ,κ ,ω ,ρ ,θ )

=
µ

κ2+ω2

(

κ
√

1−ρ2+ωρ −eκθ/ω
(

κ2+ω2

κ
+κ
√

1−ρ2cosθ
))

−
µeκθ/ω

κ2+ω2

(

−κρ sinθ +ω
√

1−ρ2sinθ +ωρ cosθ
)

. (4.13)

Proof. To simplify the notation, letδ = −θ/ω , tδ = t f − δ , v(t) = x(t)− y(t),
andvk(t) = x(t)− yk(t). From the assumption that‖v(t)‖ ∈ [r, r̄ ] ∀ t ∈ [t0, t f ] and
r ∈ (T0ηyρ−1,R), we have that

Tk ≤ max

{

T0,
ρ

ηx+ηy
min{‖v(tk)‖ ,R}

}

≤ max

{

T0,
ρ

ηx+ηy
r̄

}

=
ρ r̄

ηx+ηy

for tk ∈ [t0, t f ]. Using the above bound, we can also show that

‖vk‖ ≤ ‖x− y+ y− yk‖ ≤ r̄ + ‖y− yk‖ ≤ r̄ +Tkηy ≤ r̄ +
ρηy

ηx+ηy
r̄ = h

3 Note thatκ andω are functions ofηx, ηy, andr.



and, therefore,ud(t) ≡ 0 for t ∈ [t0, t f ] and the velocity solution of (4.1) can be
computed as

ẋ(t f ) = e−κδ ẋ(tδ )+
∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ)ua(τ)dτ.

Accordingly,

β (t f ) =v(t f )
Te−κδ ẋ(tδ )+ v(t f )

T
∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ)µ

vk(τ)
‖vk(τ)‖

dτ

≥−ηx
∥
∥v(t f )

∥
∥e−κδ + µ

∥
∥v(t f )

∥
∥

∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ) v(t f )

Tvk(τ)
∥
∥v(t f )

∥
∥
∥
∥vk(t f )

∥
∥

dτ

=−ηx
∥
∥v(t f )

∥
∥e−κδ + µ

∥
∥v(t f )

∥
∥

∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ) cosφ(τ)dτ (4.14)

whereφ(τ) defines the angle betweenv(t f ) andvk(τ) for τ ∈ [tδ , t f ] and where we
used the fact that‖ẋ(t)‖ ≤ ηx ∀t (due to Lemma 4.1).

Our next step is to compute a lower bound on
∫ t f
tδ

e−κ(t f −τ) cosφ(τ)dτ. Equiva-
lently, we aim to find an upper bound onφ(τ) at every instance of timeτ. That is,
we would like to define a functionφ (τ) such thatφ(τ) ≤ φ (τ) for all τ ∈ [tδ , t f ].
Therefore, let us consider Fig. 4.2, which illustrates the plane described by the set
of vectorsv andvk with origin at x. Observe thatφ(τ) is always upper bounded
by the summation of the angle betweenv(t f ) and v(τ) and the angle between
v(τ) and vk(τ) for τ ∈ [tδ , t f ], denoted asϑi j (τ) and ϕi j (τ), respectively,i.e.,
‖φ(τ)‖ ≤ ‖ϑ(τ)‖+ ‖ϕ(τ)‖. Hence, a suitable function would be

φ (τ) = sup
t∈[tδ ,τ]

‖ϑ(t)‖

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϑ (τ)

+ sup
t∈[tδ ,τ]

‖ϕ(t)‖

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ϕ(τ)

whereϑ(τ) andϕ(τ) are yet to be determined.
Now, considerϑ(τ). Since‖v(τ)‖ ≥ r ∀ τ ∈ [tδ , t f ] and the velocities of the

agents are bounded, we have thatϑ(τ) attains its maximum when the vehicle and
the obstacle approach each other at maximum speed along the boundary ofΩ . Then,
using the arc-length formula to compute the maximum length traveled by the agents
and invoking its relation with the central angleϑ we obtain

ϑ(τ)≤
∫ t f

τ ‖v̇(s)‖ds
r

≤
(ηx+ηy)(t f − τ)

r
= ϑ(τ), for τ ∈ [tδ , t f ]

Note thatϑ(tδ ) =
(ηx+ηy)δ

r = θ while ϑ(t f ) = 0. We are now left to findϕ(τ).
To this end, let us analyze whenϕ achieves its maximum. We have that the
larger admissible value forϕ increases as the error betweenv(τ) and vk(τ) in-
creases. Accordingly,ϕ(τ), τ ∈ [tk, tk+1], can only achieve its maximum when
τ → t−k+1 → tk +Tk (i.e., right beforeyk is updated). That is,ϕ is upper bounded



by the larger possible angle betweenx(tk)− y(tk) andx(tk+1)− y(tk). Therefore,
let us consider the diagram in Fig. 3(a), which illustrates not only the angle be-
tweenx(tk)− y(tk) andx(tk+1)− y(tk) but also the angle betweenx(tk)− y(tk) and
x(tk+1)− y(tk+1). Note thatϕ can also be upper bounded by the maximum per-
missible angle betweenx(tk)− y(tk) andx(tk+1)− y(tk+1), represented byζ in the
diagram. Hence, let us compute supτ∈[tk,tk+1]

‖ζ (τ)‖ instead. We start by noticing
that the differencev(tk+1)− v(tk) is upper bounded by

‖v(tk+1)− v(tk)‖= ‖x(tk+1)− x(tk)+ y(tk+1)− y(tk)‖ ≤ ηxTk+ηyTk (4.15)

which yields thatζ is maximized when the equality in (4.15) persists,i.e., when
v(tk+1) lies on the boundary of the ball centered atv(tk) with radiusTk(ηx +ηy).
Therefore, consider the diagram in Fig. 3(b) which details this case and choosee1

and e2 as an orthonormal basis for the plane containing this cross-sectional area
of the ball. Lete2 be oriented in the same direction ofv(tk). Then, we can define
v(tk) = ‖v(tk)‖e2. Similarly,v(tk+1) can be written asv(tk+1) = c1e1+c2e2, where
c1 andc2 are the new coordinates in the (e1,e2) system. From (4.15), we have that
c1 andc2 must satisfy the following equation:

c2
1+(c2−‖v(tk)‖)

2 ≤ (ηx+ηy)
2T2

k = ρ2‖v(tk)‖
2 .

r

r̄

R

h

x

vk(t f )

v(t f )

v(τ)

vk(τ)

Tkηy|tk≤τ

Tkηy|tk≤t f

φ (τ)

ϕ(τ)

ϕ(t f )

ϑ (τ)

Fig. 4.2 Cross-sectional plane containing the vectorsv andvk, denoted by the large black and gray
dots, respectively.



x(tk)−y(tk)

x(tk+1)−y(tk)

x(tk+1)−y(tk+1)

ϕ

ζ

ηyTk

ηxTk

(a)

e1

e2

ϕ
ζ

v(tk+1)

vk(t
−
k+1)

v(tk)

ηyTk

(ηx+ηy)Tk

(b)

Fig. 4.3 Maximum range ofϕ andζ .

Likewise, we have thatζ is maximized when the ratio|c1/c2| attains its maximum.
These two conditions yield that

c1 =±ρ ‖v(tk)‖
√

1−ρ2, c2 =(1−ρ2)‖v(tk)‖ .

Therefore,ϕ(τ) = ζ can be computed as

ϕ =cos−1
(

v(tk)Tv(tk+1)

‖v(tk)‖‖v(tk+1)‖

)

= cos−1
(√

1−ρ2

)

= sin−1 ρ .

Now, let us return to (4.14). Sinceϑ(τ) ≤ θi ≤ cos−1 ρ andϕ(τ) = sin−1 ρ , we
have thatφ(τ) ≤ π

2 . Therefore, cosφi j ≥ cosφ (τ)≥ 0 for all τ and

∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ) cosφ(τ)dτ ≥

∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ) cosφ(τ)dτ

=
1

κ2+ω2

(

κ cosφ (t f )+ω sinφ (t f )−e−κδ (κ cosφ(tδ )+ω sinφ (tδ )
))

(4.16)

where we used the fact thatφ̇(t) = ϑ̇(t) = ω =−(ηx+ηy)/r is constant. Also note
thatφ (t f ) = ϕ and hence



cosφ i j (t f ) =cosϕ =
√

1−ρ2, sinφ i j (t f ) =sinϕ = ρ .

Similarly, sinceφ(tδ ) = θ +ϕ we have that

cosφ(tδ ) =
√

1−ρ2cosθ −ρ sinθ , sinφ(tδ ) =
√

1−ρ2sinθ +ρ cosθ

and returning to (4.16), we obtain

∫ t f

tδ
e−κ(t f −τ) cosφ(τ)dτ ≥

κ
√

1−ρ2+ωρ
κ2+ω2

−e−κδ κ
√

1−ρ2cosθ −κρ sinθ +ω
√

1−ρ2sinθ +ωρ cosθ
κ2+ω2

Therefore, substituting the above equation into (4.14) yields (4.12), and the proof is
complete. ⊓⊔

Remark 4.2.Mathematically,β/‖v‖ represents the scalar projection of the velocity
vectorẋ onto the collision threat vectorv. Accordingly, we can say that the previous
lemma describes the direction of the vehicle’s velocity vector with respect to the
collision threat. For instance, if for some timet f , β (t f ) > 0, then we can conclude
that at timet f the vehicle is moving away from the obstacle.

Remark 4.3.Note that ifθ = cos−1 ρ , then (4.13) reduces to

f̄ (µ ,κ ,ω ,ρ ,θ ) = µ

(

κ
√

1−ρ2+ω
(
1−eκθ/ω)

κ2+ω2 −
eκθ/ω

κ

)

.

Having established Lemma 4.2, we now proceed to state the main results on col-
lision avoidance of this chapter. The following theorem provides sufficient condition
for collision avoidance in a noncooperative case for a vehicle with limited actuation
and time-varying discrete observations.

Theorem 4.2 (Noncooperative Collision Avoidance).Consider the vehicle in (4.1)
with control input given by (4.3) to (4.9) forκ = µ/ηx > 0, and assume that the
obstacle’s velocity is bounded byηy ≥ 0. Suppose∃ ηx > ηy, ρ ∈ (0,1), r ≥ T0(ηx+
ηy)ρ−1, andθ ∈ (0,cos−1 ρ ] such that

r̄ = (θ +1)r < R

(

1−
ρηy

ηx+ηy

)

(4.17)

f (µ ,ηx,ηy,ρ , r,θ )≥ ηy (4.18)

hold. Then, if[xT(0),yT(0)]T /∈W ∪Ω and‖ẋ(0)‖≤ηx, we have that[xT(t),yT(t)]T /∈
Ω ∀t ≥ 0.

Proof. Consider the system in (4.1) with control input given by (4.3) to (4.9). As-
sume that the obstacle’s velocity is bounded by someηy ≥ 0. Letκ = µ̄/ηx, where



ηx >ηy. Suppose that‖ẋ(0)‖≤ηx and that (4.17) and (4.18) hold. Applying Lemma
4.1 we have that‖ẋ(t)‖ ≤ ηx ∀t ≥ 0. Then, consider the following Lyapunov candi-
date function

V(t) =
1

4(‖v(t)‖2− r2)2
. (4.19)

Taking its time derivative yields

V̇(t) =
v(t)T ẏ(t)−β (t)
(‖v(t)‖2− r2)3

≤
‖v(t)‖ηx−β (t)
(‖v(t)‖2− r2)3

. (4.20)

Now, let [xT(0),yT(0)]T /∈W ∪Ω and suppose that for some timet > 0,‖v(t)‖→ r
from above (i.e., the two-agent system approaches the boundary ofΩ ). Since
‖v(0)‖> r̄ and the velocities of the agents are bounded, the agents willrequire some
time∆ t to reduce their distance from ¯r to r. Therefore, we have that[xT(τ),yT(τ)]T ∈
W ∀τ ∈ [t −∆ t, t], where it is easy to demonstrate that∆ t ≥ δ = r̄−r

ηx+ηy
= θ r

ηx+ηy
.

Then, applying Lemma 4.2 and using (4.17) and (4.18), we can show thatβ (t) ≥
‖v(t)‖ηy. Returning to (4.20), we finally obtain thatV̇(t)≤ 0 for ‖v‖ ≤ r. The fact
thatv(t) is continuous anḋV(t) is nonpositive for‖v(t)‖ ≤ r implies thatV(t)< ∞
∀ t ≥ 0. Hence, the solutions ofv(t) are uniformly ultimately bounded byr, which
further implies that[xT(t),yT(t)]T /∈ Ω for all t ≥ 0. ⊓⊔

We now study the cooperative case, in which both agents (now treated as two
autonomous vehicles) implement the proposed avoidance strategy. Without loss of
generality, we will assume that the vehicles have the same detection radiusR, min-
imum sampling stepT0, and design parametersρ andθ . We, however, assume dif-
ferent dynamic constraints.

Theorem 4.3 (Cooperative Collision Avoidance).Assume that both vehicles, namely
x and y, have double-integrator dynamics as in (4.1) with control input given by (4.3)
to (4.9) and bounded by2µ > 0 and2µy > 0, respectively. Suppose∃ ηx > 0, ηy > 0,
ρ ∈ (0,1), r ≥ T0(ηx+ηy)ρ−1, andθ ∈ (0,cos−1 ρ ] such that (4.17),

f (µ ,ηx,ηy,ρ , r,θ )≥ 0 (4.21)

f (µy,ηy,ηx,ρ , r,θ )≥ 0 (4.22)

hold. Then, if[xT(0),yT(0)]T /∈ W ∪Ω , ‖ẋ(0)‖ ≤ ηx, and‖ẋ(0)‖ ≤ ηx, we have
that [xT(t),yT(t)]T /∈ Ω ∀t ≥ 0.

Proof. The proof follows similar to that of Theorem 4.2. It is sufficient to show that,
if (4.17), (4.21), and (4.22) are satisfied, then (4.19) is bounded or, alternatively, that
if ‖x(t)− y(t)‖→ r, then(x(t)−y(t))T ẋ(t)≥ 0 and(y(t)−x(t))T ẏ(t)≥ 0. The last
would in turn imply thatv(t) are uniformly ultimately bounded byr. ⊓⊔

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 provide sufficient conditions forr andθ to guarantee col-
lision avoidance. We, however, have not discussed how to optimally chooser and



θ . Ideally, we would like to minimize the minimum distance at which the vehi-
cle needs to start applying full avoidance control. Accordingly, we have that given
µ , T0, ηy, ηy, andρ , we would like to chooser = r† ∈ [T0(ηx +ηy)ρ−1,R), and
θ = θ † ∈ (0,cos−1 ρ ] such that

{r†,θ †}=argmin
r,θ

{(θ +1)r} (4.23)

subject to (4.17) and (4.18)–or (4.17), (4.21), and (4.22).The optimization problem
in equation (4.23) is out of the scope of this chapter, yet it is worth to be mentioned
if needed to optimize the design.

4.5 Avoiding Deadlocks

In Section 4.4, we provided sufficient conditions for collision avoidance and showed
that the vehicle and obstacle never enter the Avoidance Region. Similarly, in Section
4.3, we showed that the vehicle successfully converges to the desired trajectory if
the obstacle remains outside of the vehicle’s Detection Region for all future time.
We, however, have not study the convergence of the vehicle tothe desired trajectory
taking into consideration the obstacle’s intentions. It turns out that the vehicle, in
very particular cases, may not converge to the desired trajectory. That is, the vehicle-
obstacle system, under the proposed control law, may sufferfrom the existence of
local minima. Herein, we will develop a control solution to escape local minima for
the case in which both agents try to evade each other or, at least, the noncooperative
case where the obstacle does not assume an antagonistic roleof persistently pursing
the vehicle. The scenario where the obstacle relentlessly chases the vehicle does not
have a solution, since, no matter what the vehicle does next,the obstacle will always
prevent the vehicle from stabilizing at the desired trajectory.

The presence of local minima or deadlocks is a fundamental problem of most
potential and avoidance field functions methods [12, 13]. These situations typically
arise as a result of specific symmetries between attractive and repulsive potential
field forces. That is, whenud → −aua 6= 0 for somea > 0. Therefore, a heuristic
solution to avoid deadlocks is to perturb the control or trajectory of the agents when
a potential deadlock is identified or predicted. A proper perturbation of the control
input will break the symmetry between the avoidance and objective control allowing
the vehicle to diverge from the obstacle and converge to the desired trajectory. Based
on this principle, we propose the following alteration to the control law in (4.4).

Let x−yk = vk = [α1, · · · ,αn]
T and assume that∃αi 6= 0 for somei ∈ {1, · · · ,n}

(this is always true for‖vk‖ 6= 0, which was proven in Section 4.4). Define a per-
pendicular unit vectorv⊥ ∈ ℜn as



v⊥ =
1

(

∑n
k=1 α2

k

)1/2




αi , · · · ,

ith element
︷ ︸︸ ︷

− ∑
k∈{1,··· ,n},k6=l

αk, · · · ,αi






Then, we can redefine (4.4) as

ud =ẍd +κ ẋd− (1− γ)g(x̃d)+ γµgv⊥ (4.24)

where

γ =

{

ε, if hγ(ẍd, ẋd, x̃d,ua)≤ σ and‖ua‖> 0

0, otherwise

for hγ(ẍd, ẋd, x̃d,ua) = ‖(1−‖ua‖µ)(ẍd +κ ẋd−g(x̃d))+ua‖ and small positive
constantsε ∈ (0,1) andσ > 0. Note thatv⊥ is perpendicular toua and, therefore, if
ud|γ=0+aua → 0 for ua 6= 0, v⊥ adds a perturbation such thatud|γ=ε +aua 6→ 0.

Remark 4.4.In the general case, fluctuations and time-varying properties of the
agents’ desired trajectories might be sufficient to break symmetries between the
avoidance and objective control functions, allowing the agents to escape potential
deadlocks. For instance, see example in Section 4.6.1. Similarly, in practice, actu-
ation and sensing errors might implicitly perturb the control and trajectories of the
agents.

4.6 Examples

To illustrate the performance of the proposed control strategies, we now present two
examples. The first example addresses a noncooperative avoidance control scenario,
whereas the second evaluates a cooperative case. In the latter, we simulate a sym-
metric scenario and implement the alternate control policyproposed in (4.24) to
avoid a deadlock between both agents.

4.6.1 Noncooperative Example

We consider a vehicle-obstacle system with double-integrator dynamics (4.1). We
study the case where the vehicle, denoted byx, implements the proposed trajectory
tracking control law (4.4) and avoidance strategy (4.7), while the obstacle, namelyy,
does not implement an avoidance policy. The vehicle and obstacle are commanded
to follow circular trajectories given by

xd(t) =[Acos(wt),Asin(wt)]T , yd(t) =[−Acos(wt),Asin(wt)]T



respectively, whereA= 20 m andw= 0.1 s−1. The trajectory tracking control pa-
rameters are taken to beκg = 25 kg·s−2 andµg = 60 N. We assume the obstacle’s
speed to be equal to the desired trajectory’s speed,i.e., ηy = 2 m·s−1. The vehicle’s
sensing radiusR and minimum observation time stepT0 are assumed to be 10 m
and 0.5 s, respectively. We takeµ = 200 N andκ = 50 kg·s−1, which yield that
ηx = 4 m·s−1. Similarly, we chooseρ = 0.8, which, according to Theorem 4.2 and
(4.23), yields thatr = 3.75 m andθ = 0.1 rad.

The behavior of the two-agent system is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The vehicle
and obstacle, which are initialized from rest atx(0) = [10m,0m]T and y(0) =
[−10m,0m]T, start traveling toward their circular trajectories delineated by the
dashed gray line. Note that at timet ≈ 16 s (see Fig. 4.4(b)), their trajectories inter-
sect and the vehicle comes with close proximity to the obstacle. As a reaction, the
vehicle deviates from the desired trajectory to avoid the obstacle. Once the obstacle
is out of the vehicle’s Detection Region, the vehicle retakes its course toward its
circular trajectory. Eventually, the vehicle reencounters the obstacle several times at
t ∈ {48s,80s,112s} and at every time is able to solve the conflict, avoiding success-
fully a collision and retaking the desired path. Fig. 4.5 and4.6 illustrate the distance
between both agents and the norm of the error between their actual and desired tra-
jectories. Observe that the agents do not enter the Avoidance Regions, delimited
by the solid orange line. Similarly, note that the error on the vehicle’s trajectory
converges to zero every time it avoids the obstacle.

Finally, Fig. 4.7 plots the observation samplingTk as a function of time. Note that
Tk decreases as the vehicle comes close to the obstacle and achieves its maximum
when the obstacle is safely away, that is, when‖x− y‖ ≥ R.

4.6.2 Cooperative Example

We now evaluate a cooperative scenario where both agents implement the avoidance
strategy. Consider once again the two-agent system with dynamics given by (4.1)
and (4.2) forµ = µy = 100 N andR= 10 m. We command the agents to stabilize at
xd = yd = [20m,20m]T. The control parameters are chosen as4 κ = 25 kg·s−1, κy =
33.3 kg·s−1, κg = 12.5 kg·s−2, κgy = 16.7 kg·s−2, andµg = µgy = µ . Therefore,
we have thatηx = 4 m·s−1 andηy = 3 m·s−1. Choosingρ = 0.95 andT0 = 0.5 s
and applying Theorem 4.3 and (4.23), we obtain thatr = 3.7 m andθ = 0.12 rad.
Furthermore, we assume the agents implement the modified control law in (4.24)
for ε = 0.8 andσ = 10 N to avoid the possibility of a deadlock.

The trajectories of the two agents are illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The agents start from
rest at opposite positions atx(0) =−y(0) = yd =−xd. This is a symmetric config-
uration, where the agents are commanded to go to each other’sinitial position. Such
scenario maximizes the risk of collisions and generally leads to a deadlock between
both vehicles. Observe that the agents start traveling toward each other according

4 New quantities subscripted withy refer to they agent.
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Fig. 4.4 Noncooperative collision avoidance example with circulartrajectory. The position of the
vehicle and the obstacle are traced by the red and orange dots, respectively. The initial positions
are illustrated by the darker dots, while newer positions are over-imposed in lighter color and
time-spaced by 0.5 s. The desired trajectory is delineated by the dashed gray line. The vehicle’s
Avoidance and Detection Regions at the end of each simulation interval are indicated by the circles
with solid and dashed red lines, respectively.
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Fig. 4.5 Distance between the vehicle and the obstacle for the noncooperative case.
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Fig. 4.6 Norm of the trajectory tracking error for the noncooperative case.
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Fig. 4.7 The vehicle’s update observation sampling timeTk for the noncooperative case.

to the trajectory tracking control. Once the agents enter each other’s Detection Re-
gion (refer to Fig. 4.8(b) and 4.8(c)), they agent starts retreating while thex vehicle
decreases its velocity. Simultaneously, both agents gradually shift to opposite sides
according to (4.24). This scenario continues until thex vehicle reaches its destina-
tion and they agent is able to retake its desired course (see Fig. 4.8(e)).Eventually
both agents are able to converge to their intended destinations.

Fig. 4.9 illustrates the distance between the agents for theentire trajectories.
Note that the agents remain outside of each other’s Avoidance Region. Similarly,
the observation sampling step is plotted in Fig. 4.10. The first sampling time for
they vehicle was chosen ast1 = T0/2 to yield an asynchronous observation update
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Fig. 4.8 Cooperative collision avoidance example with set-point stabilization. The vehicles’
Avoidance and Detection Regions at the end of each simulation interval are indicated by the circles
with solid and dashed lines, respectively.

time between both agents. Note thatTk increases when the agents become closer
and decreases as they separate.
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Fig. 4.9 Distance between both vehicles for the cooperative case.
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Fig. 4.10 The vehicles’ update observation sampling timeTk for the cooperative case.

4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented noncooperative and cooperative avoidance control
strategies with discrete observations that guarantee collision-free trajectories for a
two-agent system with actuation constraints. We built the control framework on the
concept of avoidance functions and formulated sufficient conditions for guaranteed
avoidance using Lyapunov-based analysis. The avoidance strategies admit vehicles
with limited sensing range as well as maximum observation sampling rate and are
paired with a bounded trajectory tracking control law. We then discussed the ex-
istence of local minima and proposed a heuristic solution toescape deadlocks and
traps. The solution takes the form of an additional control input, perpendicular to
the collision threat, that perturbs the trajectory of the vehicle whenever the system
approaches a deadlock. The performance of the control strategies are finally illus-
trated via two examples. In both examples, it is shown that the vehicles successfully
avoid collisions while converging to their desired trajectories.
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